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Returns Process is a B2B solution for the fast and transparent handling of returns. By using it, customers 
achieve considerable cost and time savings. The solution takes into account companyspecific emphases 
on claims handling and includes an SAP-standard interface for the SD module. Returns Process can 
generate all requisite SAP documents automatically: a pure credit memo request (without a further 
flow of goods) or a returns order, including the subsequent processes such as incoming foods, article 
inspection, etc.

Returns Process (TecReturns)
Fast and transparent returns processing for the independent motor vehicle spare parts market

Why Returns Process?
 ▪ Electronic, paperless returns handling

 ▪ Easy-to-use, web-based solution without on-site 
installation

 ▪ Accessible to all, worldwide, round the clock

 ▪ Individual reports according to specific criteria

 ▪ Supplement claims with images, delivery notes, 
invoices and findings reports

 ▪ Optional upload as *.xls/*.csv for convenient 
capture of large volumes of returns data, and 
transfer to decision makers

 ▪ Import of mass returns in the solution with *.
xls/*.csv files

 ▪ Export of the claims case list in *.xls/*.csv to re-
ceive status changes

What does the solution do?

Simplifies and speeds up the processing of return claims

Handling of stock clearance and over-and underdelivery 
processes

Detailed reporting gives you an insight view of the current 
or completed return claims at any time

Possibility of integration into SAP systems for further 
process automation

Individual reports according to the customer's own criteria

Individual customization: fade-in / fade-out of different 
fields, own units etc.

With data, processes, integrated solutions and 
comprehensive consulting services, TecAlliance 
creates an infrastructure for the market 
participants in the digital aftermarket that 
makes you more successful in the long term.
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